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God contemplates the world in silence and, with an unalterable Love in His Heart, receives the
wounds which day after day, minute after minute, are being opened by the indifference of His
children and by the outrages they cause to one another due to a lack of love and ignorance. And,
even so, from His wounds, Mercy continues to spring.

As His Son, a living part of Himself among humankind, the Creator also lives His spiritual Passion,
because in order to heal the evils that are lived on Earth, the Father and Lord of all things offers to
Divine Law that which humanity fears the most: pain, sacrifice, and the true Love, which surpasses
all those things and defeats these fears in its expression. The Creator lives, within Himself, that
which humanity fears the most, in order to teach everyone that there is something higher than this,
which is achieved through Love.

The Universal Laws are alive and by themselves act in all levels of Creation. Thus, even the Lord of
the Law Himself respects them and lives them, so that they may be fulfilled in His children. So that
creatures may continue to receive Mercy, God remedies, with His own Heart, the evils of the world.

To restore the Heart of God, you only need to live with Love what, for most human beings, is
painful and difficult. And I am not talking about the death on the cross or the sores or wounds of the
heart. I am talking about everything that moves a being to reach the cross and to offer the sores and
wounds of their heart out of Love and Mercy.

The same Love that moved Christ to continue with the cross is what moves God to remedy human
errors and it is what you are called on to live today, within yourselves and with your fellow beings,
transcending the poor and immature love, which often lives within your hearts, into a true Love, the
fruit of fraternity and Mercy, the fruit of the effort to understand and to love the neighbor, the fruit
of surrender and wisdom, the fruit of faith.

Encourage yourselves, children, to find in your prayers, the Wounds of the Heart of God and offer
Him a conscious reparation, through the effort of loving as He loves you.

Encourage yourselves to take great steps through the effort in the small daily things, in which the
opportunities for choosing between Love and the human condition present themselves. Always
choose Love.

You have My Blessing for this.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


